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When Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the face, because he 
was to be blamed. For before that certain came from James, he did eat 

with the Gentiles: but when they were come, he withdrew and separated himself, 
fearing them which were of the circumcision” (Galatians 2:11–12). So wrote the 
Apostle Paul to the Galatian Saints. This passage is a difficult one. Just as ancient 
Saints were not comfortable with the public tension between Christianity’s most 
prominent leaders, neither are modern Saints today.

Peter’s importance comes from his close association with Jesus during his 
mortal ministry and his prominence among the Twelve as the chief Apostle. In 
the synoptic Gospels “he is always spokesperson for and representative of the dis-
ciples as a group,”1 and as Acts opens, after Christ’s Ascension, it is clear that Peter 
is the one leading out and shepherding the church. In contrast, Paul comes on 
the scene only after the Ascension. Not only does he play no role in Jesus’ mor-
tal ministry, but when he does first appear in Acts he is making “havoc of the 
church, entering into every house, and haling men and women committed them 
to prison” (Acts 8:3). Luke’s decision in Acts to shift focus from Peter’s ministry 
to that of Paul’s has undoubtedly impacted the course of early Christian history. 
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Paul’s importance comes from the sheer weight of his writings that were collected 
into the canon and because he is arguably the one who most shapes the Christian 
message in a way that is both acceptable and enticing to the Gentile world.

Given the importance of both leaders, it can be difficult to understand what 
would cause Paul to publicly confront and question Peter’s actions. Latter-day 
Saint commentators on this passage acknowledge the tension. In trying to ex-
plain it, sometimes Paul’s actions are criticized,2 but sometimes he is vindicated.3 
Generally, if addressed at all in Latter-day Saint writings, the passage is used to 
simply explain that leaders in the church can disagree,4 but rarely is the passage 
analyzed in its Galatian context.

Frankly, there is no simple explanation for Galatians 2:11–12 because the in-
cident is complicated by many issues, three of which we will try to address in 
this paper. First, Jesus’ command to the Apostles on the Mount of Olives to “be 
witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto 
the uttermost part of the earth” (Acts 1:8) exposed deep-seated tensions between 
Jews and Gentiles, especially with respect to Israel’s status as God’s covenant peo-
ple and the place of the law of Moses in the church as it began to expand its mis-
sionary work among the Gentiles. The early church struggled to envision a church 
that proselyted both Jews and Gentiles: how would the law of Moses function in 
such a church, and how would it impact Israel’s calling as God’s chosen people?

Second, the issue in Galatians 2:11–12 is further complicated because we only 
have access to one side of the story. The New Testament does not include Peter’s 
perspective, only Paul’s. It might be helpful, for example, if we had more infor-
mation about questions such as the following: Why had Peter come to Antioch? 
What was the nature of the gathering? What was Peter thinking as “he withdrew 
and separated himself ”? If we had Peter’s side of the story, we might be able to 
gain a more balanced perspective of the event. Without his perspective we can 
only postulate possibilities.

Third, the issue is also compounded by the fact that Paul is clearly upset as he 
writes to the Galatian Saints because both his authority as an Apostle and the gos-
pel that he taught were under attack. This leaves modern readers trying to recreate 
the events and motives from an account that has a decided agenda, with rhetorical 
language that is sometimes used to heighten, rather than downplay, the tension.

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to provide some context for Galatians 
2 that may help modern readers better understand the relationship between 
Peter and Paul and why the issues were so important to them. In doing so we 
will first briefly overview the historical interaction between Jews and Gentiles 
to understand the early church’s reluctance to widen the scope of its missionary 
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activities. Then we will discuss the Antioch incident in its larger Galatian con-
text, which includes two other meetings between the two Apostles: Paul’s first 
visit to Jerusalem after his conversion (see Galatians 1:16–19) and the Jerusalem 
Council (see Galatians 2:1–10; Acts 15:1–11). While it is impossible, without 
further information, to come to a definitive and comfortable answer to explain 
the tension in Antioch, I will argue that the incident took place sometime after 
the Jerusalem Council (see Galatians 2:1–10; Acts 15:1–11) but before the apos-
tolic decree described in Acts 15:12–21. Therefore, while the issue of circumci-
sion for Gentiles had been decided by the Jerusalem Council, the issue of table 
fellowship, which is at the heart of the Antioch incident, had not been settled 
by the church. Therefore, I will argue that what we see in Galatians 2:11–14 is 
evidence of a theological debate between Peter and Paul that had not yet been 
decided by the church leadership.

Teaching All Nations
The tension in Galatians 2 is broader than the one incident between Peter and 
Paul; it is between two fundamentally different ways of interpreting Jesus’ com-
mand on the Mount of Olives to expand their missionary activities beyond the 
house of Israel (see Matthew 28:19; Acts 1:8). This Olivet command must have 
raised some questions for the early church leaders and members; especially since 
Jesus, on calling the Twelve, had directly instructed them, “Go not into the way 
of the Gentiles, and into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not: but go rather to 
the lost sheep of the house of Israel” (Matthew 10:5–6). Historically and theo-
logically, Abraham and his descendants, the house of Israel, had been called to 
enter into a covenant with God that they would be his covenant people. As part 
of that covenant, Abraham and his seed were promised two blessings that some-
times stood in tension with each other: that they would become “a great nation” 
(Abraham 2:9) and that through them “all the families of the earth [would] be 
blessed” (Abraham 2:11; Genesis 12:3).

On the one hand, to make Israel into a great nation God required that Israel 
distanced themselves from other nations in order to establish its geographical, po-
litical, and religious boundaries. At Mount Sinai, God reiterated that they would 
“be a peculiar treasure [i.e., a treasured possession; Hebrew sĕgullāh] unto me above 
all people, . . . a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation” (Exodus 19:5–6; 1 Peter 
2:9). They were to be “the people of the Lord” (2 Samuel 1:12; Ezekiel 36:20), dis-
tinct from the other nations of the world. As they entered the promised land, God 
knew that the nations of Canaan would be a constant threat to the covenantal 
integrity of his chosen people (see Deuteronomy 12:1–3, 29–32). Therefore, they 
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were directed not to marry outside of the covenant: “For they will turn away thy 
son from following me, that they may serve other gods” (Deuteronomy 7:4) and 
they were directed to “make no league with the inhabitants of this land” (Judges 
2:2). Nevertheless, Israel always struggled with these commands and so the proph-
ets routinely called them to repentance on this account.

Two watershed events heightened Israel’s sense of isolation from the other 
nations: the Exile (ca. 597–538 BC) and the Maccabean Revolt (ca. 167–160 BC). 
Prior to the exile, “the identity of the people had been shaped and supported by 
a number of complementary factors—common territory, political loyalty, ethnic 
continuity, common language, religious observance, and tradition.”5 But during 
the exile, the people had to find ways to maintain their identity in a Gentile envi-
ronment. Thus, their “religious tradition and observance assumed an ever greater 
role in maintaining distinctive identity.”6 They had to learn to “sing the Lord’s 
song in a strange land” (Psalm 137:4). When they returned to Judea, Ezra and 
Nehemiah focused on establishing the social, religious, and political boundar-
ies that separated the returnees from outsiders in an effort to reestablish a holy 
people (see Ezra 3–4, 9–10; Nehemiah 3–4; 8:1–8).

The second watershed event was the Maccabean Revolt. Alexander the 
Great had invaded Palestine militarily and culturally, and one of his succes-
sors attempted to unify the Seleucid kingdom under the banner of the worship 
of Zeus. This highlighted the tension between the desire to be a peculiar peo-
ple and the yearning for acceptance among the other nations. The Maccabean 
Revolt championed religious independence, but it did not advocate cultural 
independence.7 It did, however, force the Jews to identify what were the core 
elements that gave them their cultural and religious identity and enabled them 
to be a peculiar nation: worship at the temple, circumcision as the sign of the 
covenant, keeping the Sabbath day holy, and table fellowship.8 The last of these, 
table fellowship, included not only the dietary restrictions outlined in Leviticus 
11, but by the intertestamental period they were expanded to include elements 
of ritual purity.9 As we will see, two of these elements, circumcision and table 
fellowship, will be issues central to the interactions between Peter and Paul. 
Table fellowship, in particular, created a wall of isolation for some Jews from 
Gentiles, particularly those living in the diaspora. In a blessing reportedly given 
by Abraham to his son Jacob recorded in the Book of Jubilees, we read, “Separate 
yourself from the gentiles, and do not eat with them, and do not perform deeds 
like theirs. And do not become associates of theirs. Because their deeds are de-
filed, and all of their ways are contaminated, and despicable, and abominable” 
(22.16). Similarly, in the Letter of Aristeas, we read that Moses “surrounded us 
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with unbroken palisades and iron walls to prevent our mixing with any of the 
other peoples in any matter. .  .  . So, to prevent our being perverted by contact 
with others or by mixing with bad influences, he hedged us in on all sides with 
strict observances connected with meat and drink and touch and hearing and 
sight, after the manner of the Law” (139, 142). Thus it is not surprising that 
Cicero, as an outsider, notes that in Rome the Jews stick together as a large, 
close-knit group (Flaccus 28.66).

In the Roman Empire, Jews were generally afforded freedom to practice their 
religion (Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 19.288–90). But that did not mean 
that they were exempt from episodes of persecution. The Emperors Tiberius 
and Claudius both ordered expulsions of Jews from Rome (Antiquities of the 
Jews 18.83–84; Acts 18:2).10 Philo describes riots that took place in Alexandria 
in AD 38 because of the destruction of Jewish synagogues (Flaccus 41–54; On 
the Embassy to Gaius 132–37).11 Undoubtedly these attacks from without only 
served to fuel their sense of religious isolationism, especially when living in the 
midst of Gentile communities.

But we must not let these issues overshadow the very real efforts that Jews 
made to bless “all the families of the earth” (Abraham 2:11; Genesis 12:3; 28:14). 
Although God covenanted with Israel that they would be a peculiar people, the 
covenant was never intended to be an exclusive affair.12 Abraham left Haran 
with “the souls that they had gotten in Haran” (Genesis 12:5), and when Israel 
left Egypt “a mixed multitude went up also with them” (Exodus 12:38). Ruth, a 
Moabite, converted to the Abrahamic covenant through Naomi (see Ruth 1:16); 
Jonah was called to cry repentance to the inhabitants of Ninevah (see Jonah 1–4); 
and Isaiah prophetically declared that Israel would be “a light to the Gentiles” 
(49:6), that “the Gentiles shall come to thy light” (60:3), and that “the Gentiles 
shall see thy righteousness” (62:2).

During the intertestamental period there appears to be a heightened aware-
ness of, and attraction to, Judaism by Gentiles.13 The antiquity of the religion 
and the ethical guidelines of the law of Moses were two characteristics that ap-
pealed to Gentiles.14 Two Jewish writers, Josephus and Philo, make significant 
comments about Jewish proselytes. Josephus records that the Jews welcomed 
those who wished to adopt their laws (Against Apion 2.28) and that “the masses 
have long since shown a keen desire to adopt our religious observances” (Against 
Apion 2.39). Philo says that those who have chosen to follow a single creator 
must be looked upon “as our friends and kinsmen” (On the Virtues 33.179).15 In 
part, this is because “those men . . . have left their country, and their friends, and 
their relations for the sake of virtue and holiness (Greek hosiotēs)” (The Special 
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Laws 1.9.52). What is their motivation for conversion? According to Philo, it 
was because of their search for “the certainty and clearness of truth, and of 
the worship of the one true and living God” (On the Virtues 20.102).16 In the 
New Testament, Jesus confirms that Jews actively proselyted converts. He de-
clares that scribes and Pharisees “compass sea and land to make one proselyte” 
(Matthew 23:15).17 Josephus also records the conversion of the royal house of 
Adiabene in the first century AD (Antiquities of the Jews 20.2.3–4).

In addition to proselytes to Judaism, we also find evidence for people who were 
attracted to Judaism, but who did not convert. Philo mentions proselytes who have 
not undergone circumcision and insists that they are not true converts (Questions 
and Answers on Exodus 2.2). Josephus, in describing those who sent contributions 
to the temple, makes a distinction between the “Jews throughout the habitable 
world” and “those who worshipped God” (Greek sebomenōn ton theon; Antiquities 
of the Jews 14.7.2). The same Greek phrase is also found in the New Testament to 
describe Lydia (see Acts 16:14) and Justus (see Acts 18:7). Another parallel New 
Testament phrase that seems to also describe Gentiles who participate in Judaism 
to a limited degree are those who “fear God” (phoboumenoi ton theon; see Acts 
10:2, 22, 35; 13:16, 26, 43, 50; 17:4, 17). Scholars sometimes identify this group of 
Jewish sympathizers with the technical term of “God-fearers,”18 which may help 
us understand why two Gentiles, the centurion and the Canaanite woman, could 
appeal to Jesus with such extraordinary faith (see Matthew 8:5–10; 15:21–28). 
Both the proselytes and the God-fearers seem to have been a fruitful source for 
early Christian missionary activity.

In summary, the Abrahamic covenant was designed to accomplish two tasks: 
to create a peculiar and holy people who would become a great nation and to bless 
all the nations of the earth. This brief sketch of Israelite and Jewish history high-
lights that there was sometimes a pulsating tension between these two goals. At 
times an emphasis on the first goal overshadowed the importance of the second, 
but in the intertestamental period we see the planting of seeds that would mature 
to harvest in the New Testament. Although there is no evidence for an organized, 
large-scale Jewish program of proselyting, there is evidence to suggest that mis-
sionary work did exist on some level (see Matthew 23:15).19

When the resurrected Jesus stood on the Mount of Olives and gave his com-
mand to take the gospel to all the world, he initiated a major shift in direction for 
the early church. Given the evidence in Acts, it is fair to say that the church and 
its leaders struggled to comprehend and act upon the new direction. The Twelve, 
as represented by Peter and John, did not immediately respond. Rather they con-
tinued to concentrate their missionary work among the Jews, particularly those 
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that they found in and around the temple precinct (see Acts 2; 3:11–26; 4:1–22; 
5:12–16, 19–21, 27–42).

Two events seemed to shift the momentum. The first event was Saul’s persecu-
tion of Christians after the death of Stephen. This persecution forced Christians 
to be “scattered abroad” and, as a result, they “went every where preaching the 
word” (Acts 8:4). In particular, Acts represents this expansion with the work of 
Philip among the Samaritans and with the Ethiopian eunuch (see Acts 8:5–40). 
The second event was Peter’s vision of the unclean animals that he reluctantly 
received in Joppa and that led to him teaching the Roman centurion Cornelius 
and his household (see Acts 10:9–48). What is significant about the results of 
both of these events is that the missionary work only expanded to those who al-
ready had a relationship with Israel: the Samaritans who had a connection with 
Israelite religion and lived the law of Moses (although not the oral law), a eunuch 
who was probably a proselyte because he was returning home after worshipping 
in Jerusalem (Acts 8:27–28), and the God-fearer Cornelius, “a devout man, and 
one that feared God [phoboumenoi ton theon] with all his house, which gave 
much alms to the people, and prayed to God alway” (Acts 10:2). The reaction of 
the Jerusalem church to these missionary endeavors was mixed. Apparently they 
approved of Philip’s work among the Samaritans, because Peter and John came 
down and conferred the Holy Ghost upon the converts (see Acts 8:14–17).

Unfortunately, Acts is silent on the reaction of the Jerusalem church to the 
conversion of the eunuch. However, they react heatedly to the news of Peter’s 
dealings with Cornelius: “And when Peter was come up to Jerusalem, they that 
were of the circumcision contended with him, saying, thou wentest in to men 
uncircumcised, and didst eat with them” (Acts 11:2–3). This reaction of the 
Jerusalem church focuses on two of the four elements that, as we have seen, 
were identified as the key essentials in Jewish cultural and religious identity. 
Circumcision and table fellowship are also the two issues that are at the very 
heart of the tension between Peter and Paul in Antioch and evoked important 
questions for the early church. For example, not only did the early leaders and 
members struggle to envision a church that included both Jews and Gentiles, 
they also struggled with the questions of the doctrinal and practical implica-
tions of Gentiles becoming part of the seed of Abraham. The command on the 
Mount of Olives and in Peter’s vision to include Gentiles in the missionary 
work did not give specific instructions for how it was to be carried out. Paul’s 
missionary work “to bear [Christ’s] name before the Gentiles” (Acts 9:15) 
brought the issue to a head, and Antioch became the test case for two compet-
ing approaches.
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Peter and Paul in the Epistle to the Galatians
Paul wrote to the Galatians in response to charges against him by Christian mis-
sionaries who had come to Galatia with a very different approach to the Gentile 
mission. Although he never specifically mentions their charges, we can get a pretty 
good sense of them because of the issues Paul chose to address in his response. The 
three overarching concerns in the epistle seem to center on the issues of Paul’s 
authority and the gospel, how Gentiles become a part of the seed of Abraham, and 
how they then live within the covenant.

Scholars generally identify Paul’s opponents in Galatia as a group of Jewish 
Christians, known as Judaizers, who insisted that Gentiles enter the church 
through the law of Moses. As we have seen in Acts, the Judaizers’ approach 
probably represents the church’s earliest interpretation of the Olivet com-
mand. From their perspective they were continuing the established method 
of proselyting Gentiles who were already attracted to Judaism. Paul’s earliest 
missionary endeavors seem to be situated within this same paradigm: when he 
entered into a new city at the beginning of his first missionary journey he went 
and taught in the synagogue. There he was able to address both Jews and those 
who “fear God” (phoboumenoi ton theon; Acts 13:16, 26). But by Acts 13:46–
47, Paul shifted his missionary focus to the Gentiles. Acts does not provide us 
with the specific details of how that shift in focus impacted his preaching. At 
the end of that first mission, however, Christian missionaries from Jerusalem 
(probably Judaizers) came to Antioch criticizing him for not requiring the 
Gentile converts to be circumcised (15:1). The result was “no small dissension 
and disputation with them” (15:2), meaning that there was major contention 
over the issue.

Similar conflict over Paul’s missionary work with the Gentiles is again a 
prominent concern underlying his epistle to the Galatians. That there is an added 
criticism of his apostolic authority seems certain given Paul’s opening declara-
tion: “Paul, an apostle, (not of men, neither by man, but by Jesus Christ, and God 
the Father, who raised him from the dead;)” (Galatians 1:1).20 In no other epis-
tle does Paul immediately begin with a justification for his apostolic authority. 
Generally he simply acknowledges that he was “called to be an apostle” (Romans 
1:1), sometimes adding the statement “through the will of God” (1 Corinthians 
1:1; 2 Corinthians 1:1; Ephesians 1:1; Colossians 1:1; 2 Timothy 1:1). The criti-
cism by Paul’s opponents in Galatia, however, is not just about his apostleship. 
The question of authority is directly tied to the gospel that he taught. With lan-
guage that is closely tied to the opening verse, Paul also defends the veracity of his 
gospel message: “But I certify you, brethren, that the gospel which was preached 
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of me is not after man. For I neither received it of man, neither was I taught it, but 
by the revelation of Jesus Christ” (Galatians 1:11–12).

Paul’s feelings about the attack on his authority and the gospel are reflected 
in his pejorative choice of words to describe the situation in Galatia. He argued 
that “false brethren” (Galatians 2:4) had “bewitched” (Galatians 3:1) the Galatian 
churches, and he fears that he has become their enemy (Galatians 4:16). It is there-
fore not surprising that immediately after his opening salutation he forgoes his 
usual thanksgiving and immediately writes:

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into 
the grace of Christ unto another gospel: 

Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and 
would pervert the gospel of Christ. 

But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gos-
pel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be 
accursed. 

As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any 
other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed. 

For do I now persuade men, or God? or do I seek to please 
men? for if I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ. 
(Galatians 1:6–10)

The more specific issues from the law of Moses that the Judaizers seem to 
be pushing in both Galatia and Antioch, and that Paul is opposing, is that the 
church, and all who join it, should continue the practices of circumcision and ta-
ble fellowship. Remember that these practices were two of the four core elements 
that enabled Jews to live in a Gentile world while still maintaining their religious 
covenantal identity. From the Judaizers’ perspective, Paul’s missionary efforts, if 
unchecked, placed their very identity in jeopardy.

In responding to these accusations, Paul makes reference to three meetings 
that he had with Peter: two in Jerusalem and one in Antioch. Even though all 
of these meetings occur outside of Galatia, it is clear that Paul believes that they 
have a bearing on the argument that he will make to the Galatians. In appeal-
ing to these three meetings, it is also clear that there is an underlying tension in 
the rhetoric of Paul’s description of them. On the one hand, he specifically meets 
with Peter (and James) when he travels to Jerusalem some three years after his 
conversion (see Galatians 1:17–19); he also acknowledges the importance of Peter, 
James, and John as pillars of the church (2:9); and he seeks their approval for his 
missionary activities among the Gentiles (2:9). Yet, on the other hand, he is quick 
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to remind his opponents that “they [Peter, James, and John] . . . added nothing to 
me” (2:6), and, in fact as we have noted, in Antioch he “withstood [Peter] to the 
face, because he was to be blamed” (Galatians 2:11).

In recounting Paul’s first visit with Peter (Galatians 1:15–19), he seems to be 
trying to correct “possible misperceptions . . . as to where [he] got his Gospel and 
how much contact he may have had with the Jerusalem authorities.”21 Paul writes 
that “it pleased God, who separated me from my mother’s womb, and called me by 
his grace, to reveal his Son in me, that I might preach him among the [Gentiles]” 
(Greek ethnoi; Galatians 1:15–16). Paul addresses the concern about his authority 
in two ways. First, he uses language that hearkens back to Jeremiah 1:4–5. In do-
ing so, Paul implies that he, like Jeremiah, was foreordained to his call. Second, 
by referring to his revelatory experience on the road to Damascus, he reminds his 
audience that his call to preach came directly from the resurrected Jesus.

Paul then insists that “immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood: 
Neither went I up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles before me; but I went 
into Arabia, and returned again unto Damascus” (Galatians 1:16–17). His point 
is that just because his contact with the Jerusalem authorities was limited, it did 
not weaken his authority to teach the Gentiles because his authority did not come 
from humans, but from God. In making this claim it is important to note that 
here Paul is not attacking Peter and the other Apostles. Rather, he acknowledges 
that there were people in Jerusalem who had been Apostles before him, and as 
one scholar has noted, “He does not call them so-called or pseudo-apostles (con-
trast 2 Cor. 11:13), there is no pejorative tone to this mention of these persons. . . . 
[Rather,] this is a tacit admission of the legitimacy of these persons, and that they 
had a certain pre-eminence over Paul as authorities having been commissioned 
before Paul.”22

In some important ways, however, Paul was not like Peter and the other 
Apostles; he did not come through the same ranks, so to speak.23 For example, 
Paul did not meet all of the requirements that were established in Acts 1:21–22 for 
a person to fill the vacancy in the Twelve: He had not “companied with [the other 
disciples] all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, Beginning 
from the baptism of John, unto that same day that [Jesus] was taken up from us.” 
His experience on the road to Damascus, however, did qualify him for the second 
requirement: “one of these must become a witness with us to his resurrection” 
(NRSV, Acts 1:22).

Since Paul often uses the language of his opponents’ rhetoric,24 perhaps one 
of their issues that they had against him was that he didn’t qualify as an Apostle 
because he had not been associated with Jesus’ ministry from the beginning, and 
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therefore, his brand of missionary work among the Gentiles was invalid. Paul’s 
response is that he received his authority directly from God, not from any human, 
not even from Peter. When eventually he did go to Jerusalem, not until three 
years after his conversion, he went to get the “history” (Greek historeō) from Peter. 
The Greek word historeō can mean that he went to meet Peter, probably because 
Paul recognized his status as a pillar in the early church, but the fact that he stayed 
with him for fifteen days suggests that he also went to get information from him. 
Perhaps that information included, among other things, Peter’s reminiscences of 
Jesus’ ministry. While in Jerusalem, Paul also met with James, the Lord’s brother. 
This visit suggests that Paul also recognized James’ importance in the Jerusalem 
church. But he is quick to note: “But other of the apostles saw I none” (Galatians 
1:19). In other words, Paul acknowledges the importance of Peter and James, but 
his point is that his authority did not come from them; it came because of the 
revelation that he had experienced on the road to Damascus.

Whereas chapter 1 focuses on Paul’s personal credibility, chapter 2 describes 
his second visit to Jerusalem (Galatians 2:1–10), but this time the focus is on the 
credibility of his gospel message to the Gentiles.25 Unfortunately, the nature and 
timing of this visit is the subject of considerable scholarly debate. Paul writes, 
“Then fourteen years after I went up again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, and took 
Titus with me also” (2:1). The text is unclear as to whether this date was fourteen 
years after his conversion or after his first visit to Jerusalem. In addition, there is 
considerable debate over whether this account refers to the Jerusalem Council 
that Luke describes in Acts 15.26 There are some significant parallels. Both the 
Jerusalem Council and the meeting described in Galatians 2 are the result of peo-
ple criticizing Paul’s missionary activities among the Gentiles; in both, the issue 
centers on Paul not requiring Gentiles to be circumcised; both accounts include 
the same major players: Paul, Barnabas, Peter, James, and the Judaizers; both deal 
with issues of how Gentiles join the church; both conclude that circumcision 
is not required for Gentiles to become members of the church; and both agree 
that this issue involved participation in the Christian church and had nothing 
to do with “the relationship between non-Christian Jews and Christians”27 (see 
Galatians 2:1–10; Acts 15:1–11).

Certainly, there are also some differences in the two accounts,28 something 
that we would expect given that Luke and Paul have very different agendas for 
recording their accounts. Since Galatians 2 reflects a firsthand account of the 
events, its details should be given priority, when necessary, over Luke’s second-
hand account. Some of the unique material that Paul includes in Galatians 2, but 
is missing in Acts 15, is that he and Barnabas took Titus with them to Jerusalem 
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(Galatians 2:1). Titus becomes an important living witness that a Gentile could 
be an acceptable member of the church without being circumcised.29 The passive 
voice in Galatians 2:3 opens the possibility to infer from this verse that neither 
Paul nor the Jerusalem authorities required that he be circumcised. In addition, 
Paul indicates that he went up to Jerusalem by revelation, which again reminds 
readers that his call in Galatians 1:16 continues to be the undergirding moving 
force of his missionary work.30 Such a statement does not need to be, as some have 
argued, a conflict with the account in Acts that they went because of the dispute 
with those who “came down from Judea” (15:1).31

Paul notes two outcomes of this meeting. First, the conference decided that 
the church would have two parallel missions: “the gospel of the uncircumcision” 
over which Paul and Barnabas would have stewardship, and “the gospel of the 
circumcision” over which Peter was given stewardship (Galatians 2:7). There is 
nothing in this verse to indicate that Paul considered “the gospel of the circumci-
sion” to be “another gospel” which “would pervert the gospel of Christ” (1:6–7) 
that he strongly objects to in chapter 1. Rather, Galatians 2:7 indicates that Peter, 
Paul, and Barnabas were united in their missionary efforts, although they recog-
nized that their approaches would have different emphases according to their au-
dience. In addition, we should note that this verse does not necessarily mean that 
their responsibilities were exclusive to the mission over which they had steward-
ship. Paul’s commission by the Savior was that he was “a chosen vessel unto me, 
to bear my name before the Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel” (Acts 
9:15), and in his letter to the Romans he notes, “Brethren, my heart’s desire and 
prayer to God for Israel is, that they might be saved” (Romans 10:1). Likewise 
it appears that Peter was active in Gentile locations such as Antioch, where he 
was eating with Gentile members, and also gained some missionary converts in 
Corinth (1 Corinthians 1:12).

Second, Paul notes that “James, Cephas [Peter], and John,”32 who he ac-
knowledges are recognized (Greek dokeō) as “pillars, perceived the grace that 
was given unto me, they gave to me and Barnabas the right hands of fellow-
ship; that we should go unto the Gentiles [Greek ethnoi], and they unto the cir-
cumcision” (Galatians 2:9). Paul’s point in verse 6 that the Jerusalem leadership 
“added nothing to me,” in the context of verse 9, indicates that, unlike the “false 
brethren” of verse 4, they did not want to change Paul’s methods or insist that 
Gentiles had to do any more than Paul and Barnabas required of them. The only 
exception was that the Gentiles should remember the poor,33 which Paul says he 
was eager to do (Greek ho kai espoudasa auto touto poiēsai; 1:10). Instead, James, 
Peter, and John gave them the “right hands of fellowship” (2:9). Thus Paul’s 
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second visit with Peter, like the first, was amicable. Paul recognized the status 
of Peter as one of the leading Apostles in Jerusalem and came seeking his seal on 
Paul’s missionary work.

The question then remains, if on the Mount of Olives Jesus gave the com-
mand to teach the gospel to all the world, why did it take around fifteen years 
for the church in Jerusalem to come to a decision on how Gentiles were to join 
the church? The simple answer is that the issue would have had a higher priority 
for the church in Antioch than it would have for the church in Jerusalem. The 
evidence in the New Testament suggests that the church in Jerusalem consisted 
predominantly of Jewish Christians, people who were already living the law of 
Moses, and who continued to live it even after their conversion to Christianity 
(Acts 21:20). Christian Jews continued to worship at the temple (21:23–26) and 
at the synagogue (9:20; 13:5, 14–15; 14:1; 17:1–17; 18:4, 7, 19; 19:8), to partici-
pate in the Jewish festivals of Passover (18:21) and Pentecost (Acts 2:1; 20:16; 1 
Corinthians 16:8), and to make Jewish vows (Acts 18:18).

For all intents and purposes, Christianity was initially viewed as just an-
other one of the varieties of Judaism.34 That’s certainly how Saul viewed it as he 
embarked on his persecutions. In Antioch, however, the situation would have 
quickly become very different. Although the Christian congregation there be-
gan within the synagogue, the city was predominantly Gentile, and the converts 
to the church eventually were attracted from outside the sphere of the syna-
gogue and the Gentile proselytes and God-fearers. But it wasn’t until Judaizers 
came from Jerusalem the first time that the status quo was upset. The Jerusalem 
Council settled the issue of how Gentiles should enter the church: Gentiles did 
not need to be circumcised, but it did not address the question of how Gentiles 
should live in the church. That issue came to a head when the Judaizers came to 
Antioch a second time.

Paul now moves to address his third meeting with Peter, this time in Antioch. 
He claims that the reason that he “withstood [Peter] to the face” was because “be-
fore that certain came from James, he did eat with the Gentiles: but when they were 
come, he withdrew and separated himself, fearing them which were of the circum-
cision.” Even more problematical in Paul’s eyes was that “the other Jews [played 
the hypocrite (Greek sunupekrithēsan)] likewise with him; insomuch that Barnabas 
also was carried away with their [hypocrisy (Greek hypokrisei)]” (Galatians 2:11–13). 
Therefore Paul confronted Peter, “But when I saw that they walked not uprightly 
according to the truth of the gospel, I said unto Peter before them all, If thou, being 
a Jew, livest after the manner of Gentiles, and not as do the Jews, why compellest 
thou the Gentiles to live as do the Jews?” (Galatians 2:14).
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At the heart of the tension between Peter and Paul on this occasion was the 
issue of table fellowship. It seems clear that initially Peter had no reservations 
about eating with Gentiles, and the imperfect tense of the verb “did eat” (Greek 
sunēsthien) suggests that his actions were not a once-off event but had taken place 
over a period of time. Such an understanding corresponds with Peter’s experience 
with Cornelius in Acts 10 and the general statement that he gave at the Jerusalem 
Council, “Now therefore why tempt ye God, to put a yoke [i.e., the law of Moses] 
upon the neck of the disciples, which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear? 
But we believe that through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be saved, 
even as they” (Acts 15:10–11). Paul does not tell us what the men from James said 
or did that caused Peter to withdraw, but it seems certain that they disapproved 
of his eating with Gentiles, just as the Jerusalem church had when they heard 
that he had done likewise with Cornelius and his household (see Galatians 2:12; 
Acts 11:1–3).

Again, we reiterate that any understanding of this incident is limited because 
we do not have access to Peter’s side of the story. Nevertheless, we can say a few 
things. First, it seems likely that the men from James came to Antioch insisting 
on a strict separation of “the gospel of the circumcision” and “the gospel of the 
uncircumcision” that had been established at the Jerusalem Council. Thus they 
would have argued that Peter should continue to live the law of Moses, as did the 
Christians in Jerusalem.35 Peter may have felt that his actions to withdraw from 
the meal would alleviate the tension, at least on the part of the Judaizers. Perhaps 
he felt that he needed to do what Paul claimed for himself: “And unto the Jews I 
became as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under the law, as un-
der the law, that I might gain them that are under the law” (1 Corinthians 9:20).36 
After all, at one point Paul seemed to have done likewise when he had Timothy 
circumcised “because of the Jews” (Acts 16:1–3).

Second, the imperfect tense of the verbs “withdrew” (Greek hypestellen) and 
“separated himself ” (Greek apōrizen) indicates that Peter’s withdrawal and sepa-
ration was done over a period of time. Perhaps this indicates that Peter came to 
the realization that to maintain the unity of the church the separation of the two 
missions should indeed be maintained and that he should focus on his particular 
stewardship.

Third, it seems to me that the best way of understanding the account of 
the Jerusalem Council in both Galatians 2 and Acts 15 is to recognize that the 
Lukan account conflates two different meetings: the first of which, where Peter 
presided, dealt with the issue of circumcision of Gentiles, and that the second, 
where James seems to be in charge, dealt with the issue of table fellowship.37 
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This reading helps a number of issues. For example, it explains why Peter seems 
to be in charge in Acts 15:6–11 but then falls into the background when James 
delivers the apostolic decree in Acts 15:13–19. It also helps us understand why 
Paul makes no reference to the apostolic decree when he confronts Peter in 
Galatians 2:11–14. Lastly, it also helps us understand James’ comment in Acts 
15:24, “Forasmuch as we have heard, that certain which went out from us have 
troubled you with words, subverting your souls, saying, Ye must be circumcised, 
and keep the law: to whom we gave no such commandment.” Acts 15 indicates 
that Paul’s opponents “came down from Judea” (Acts 15:1). There is no men-
tion of their relationship with James; that is found only in Galatians 2. If this 
reading is correct, then the crisis in Antioch precipitated a return to Jerusalem 
where the matter would be sorted out by James, since the Judaizers were claim-
ing their authority through him. Therefore Peter’s actions in Antioch, Paul’s 
response notwithstanding, would not have been a betrayal of guidelines already 
established by the church. Rather they would simply be evidence of the ongoing 
development of the church to understand, line upon line, the practical implica-
tions of Jesus’ direction to take the gospel to all the world.

So, why was Paul so angered over this incident in Antioch, especially since 
his two previous meetings with Peter had been both cordial and amicable, with 
Paul implicitly acknowledging Peter’s position? Again, there are a number of fac-
tors that we should consider. First, we must recognize the tone of Paul’s letter to 
the Galatians. The lack of any kind of thanksgiving section, which he normally 
includes after his salutation, suggests that Paul is upset as he pens this epistle.38 
Second, the reason for Paul writing this epistle is that members in the Galatian 
churches are in a situation where they are returning to a law-observant under-
standing of the Christian message. Thus Paul implores them, “Stand fast there-
fore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled 
again with the yoke of bondage,” which he understands to be the law of Moses 
(Galatians 5:1). I have argued elsewhere that this situation is best understood if 
the Galatian churches consist predominantly of Gentile God-fearers who, prior 
to being taught the gospel by Paul, were already attracted to the law of Moses.39 
These were Paul’s converts. He had taught them that the Christian message is 
founded on Christ’s grace, which is now incompatible with the law of Moses. 
True, the law was indeed a “schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ,” but only so 
that they could be made righteous or justified by faith (3:24). Paul himself had 
been “more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my fathers” than “my equals 
in mine own nation” (1:14). He had lived the law as well as it was possible for a 
human to do so, but it was God’s grace, not the law, that led to his revelation 
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on the road to Damascus and his conversion. In Paul’s mind, Peter’s actions at 
Antioch were a type of what the Saints in Galatia were doing: having received 
the gospel that comes through Christ’s grace, they were trying to turn back to 
their old ways of understanding God, ways that were not consistent with “the 
truth of the gospel” (2:5). It is possible that Paul’s language in describing this 
incident is so strong because his opponents were using Peter’s actions as evidence 
that the Galatians should also return to a law-observant understanding of the 
Christian message. The whole message of Galatians is that all people, both Jew 
and Gentile, are made righteous through the faith of Jesus Christ and not, as 
the Judaizers argued, through the law of Moses (2:16). According to Paul, the 
Christian approach to inviting Gentiles into the kingdom of God was meant 
to be very different from the Jewish approach. Clearly, Paul had strong feelings 
on this topic, and it may well be that, in an effort to convince his readers that 
they were headed in the wrong direction, he intentionally employed rhetoric that 
heightened the tension of the Antioch incident.

Conclusion
Paul’s account of the incident at Antioch is part of a larger rhetorical effort to 
crush the inroads that Judaizers were making in the churches in Galatia. His 
description has troubled readers who are uncomfortable with such tension be-
tween the early church’s most influential leaders. While not explicitly referring to 
the incident at Antioch, the Petrine epistles make a significant effort to empha-
size the unity between Peter and Paul. The epilogue of 1 Peter (5:12–13) includes 
the names of two individuals who are known to be missionary companions of 
Paul: Silvanus (2 Corinthians 1:19; 1 Thessalonians 1:1; 2 Thessalonians 1:1) and 
Marcus (see Acts 13:13; 15:37; Colossians 4:10). The inclusion of these two indi-
viduals emphasizes the ties (rather than any rift) between the Pauline and Petrine 
missionary efforts. In 2 Peter 3:15–16, Paul is described as “our beloved brother,” 
and his epistles, although they are described as having “some things [which are] 
hard to be understood,” are judged to be equivalent to scripture.

The incident in Antioch is a reminder that history, even religious or sacred 
history, is rarely neat and straightforward. Even though the resurrected Jesus 
directed his Apostles to expand the missionary work to take the gospel to all 
the world, the early church clearly struggled to grasp and comprehend all of the 
implications of such a command. Paul’s account in Galatians 2 reminds us that 
leaders of the church, even after receiving revelation, must still wrestle with com-
plex doctrinal issues. As Elder Bruce R. McConkie taught, even though Peter re-
ceived a revelation and opened the door for missionary work among the Gentiles, 
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“there would yet be difficult doctrinal, administrative, and procedural problems 
to be solved.”40
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